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ABSTRACT 

The application of perturbation techniques to the quantitative measure.ment 

of .both relative electric and relative magnetic fields in resonant cavities is 

described. The apparatus, procedures, advantages, and limitations are dis

cussed, and the experimental results are compared with the calculable field dis

tributions of a coaxial resonator. The theoretical shunt impedance arid Q ob= 

tained empirically agree respectively within one and four percent of the cal-

culated values. 
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Although the field distribution in a resonant cavity can be, and has 
. 1 

been, calculated for'many geometries, frequently the field distribution 

of a cavity with non-standard geometry is desired. A well-known technique 

is measurement with probeso A more recent technique has been the use of 

small perturbations which cause a frequency shift related in a known way 
2 

to the local field. A comprehensive examination of these relationships 

between the fractional frequency shift, the local relative field strength, 
. . .3 

and the shape of the perturbing body has recently been puQlished b.Y Mullet, 

who considers dielectric as well as metallic bodieso The application of 

the technique, however, has apparently been confined to determinations of 

electric field in the 10 em rangeo This report describes the application 

of ~ technique in the 200 - 400 Me range to the measurement of both 

electric and magnetic local fields in resonant cavities with an attain-
. 

able precision of better than one percento The apparatus, procedures, 

advantages, and limitations of the method are discussed, and experimental 

results are compared with the calculable field distributions of a coaxial 

resonatoro 

The general expression relating the frequency shift due to a sphere 

of permeability A. and dielectric constant~ to the local field (E t H) is 

c!W :- ...,l_ r:f ~ r€ -l t Fl + ~.-1 H
2l (l) 

w 4 \;./ LE ~2 0 }J- +-2 1-L 0 J 
where d;t.r is the volume of the sphere and W is the stored energy. For a 

dielectric sphere, this equation may be simplified to: 

-"~•·· ,\ -~. '·;," 
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(2) 

Consgquently, a dielectric sphere may be used to determine the relative mag-

nitude of electric field even in the presence of a magnetic field. In the 

known absence of magnetic field, a conducting sphere will produce a frac

tional frequency shift: 

f~) = -1 d,v-M E 
\W M 4 . W o 

The ratio of Eq. (3) to Eq. (2} at the same point in the cavity is 

for a given pair of metal and dielectric spheres. ~ can be determined em

pirically and used to determine the magnetic field distribution. In the 

presence of both magnetic and electric fields 

(~) : -1 c:f -u-M lE pf- -1 A H
4

] 
w M 4 'W ~ 2o 

and 

With the aid of these relations all the theoretical constants of a cavity, 

such as ~hunt resistance (Zs)' transit time factor (rr), or (Q) can be 

determined with an accuracy dependent principally on the measureo.ment of 

(4f). 

(3) 

(4} 

(5} 

(6) 
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wh~re jF ds is a line integral, J FdA is a surface integral, 6 is the skin 

depth, "'Vis the frequency, and all units are rationalized MKS units. The 

difference terms in Z and Q limit the accuracy of these.quantities as ob-
s 

tained from-the perturbation technique even though the apparatus described 

below· perm:i ts measurem~nt .or {j' to · io =B. 

One difficulty encountered in measuring ~~ for substitution in the . w 
above formulas lies in the fact that the pertUrbation formula (1) does not 

apply to spheres which are close to a conducting surface 9 for then image 

effects come into play. In practice, cfUJ observed when the sphere is less 
w 

than a diameter away from a metal surface is discarded, although it is pos-

sible to calculate a proximity correction by the following expressions for 

the measured fields in terms of the actueJ fields. 

E:.: ECL[1 f! .f.::l /,.!!;.) 3l (for metalf~ 
4 E +2 \at _J 

H : H~ [1 t ~ (: )~ 
(7) 

where r is radius and d is the distance from the cent~r of the sphere to the 

surface. These expressions were derived b,y considering the dipole image 

effects. 

Where reasonably accurate extrapolations to the surface are not possible 9 

another technique may be used. It can be shown that a hemisphere on a 

plane surface will produce half the frequency shift produced b,y a sphere of 
6 

the same radius in the same field. The difficulty encountered in sliding 

a hemisphere along a surface is that the surface is rarely plane. If the 

hemispherical diameter is small compared to the radius of curvature of the 

surface, however, satisfactory data can be obtained b,y calibrating the ratio 

of spherical to hemispherical shift in a cavity of standard field distribu

tion, even though the ratio for metal BB ~~ will have one value for the 
. ~ :·· 
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shift ·due to the magnetic field and another for the shift due to the electric 

field. 

A block diagram of the frequency measuring system is shown in Fig. 1. The 
' ' 

frequency of the r!'!ferP.nce system7 is adjusted such that it is lower than the 

cavity frP.quency O,y about 1500 cps. The cavity itself is driven b,y a grid dip 

oscillator. Choice of a grid dip type of oscillator was dictated b.r the fact 

that the grid dip frequency is controlled over the range ofSrqy the cavity. 

The perturbing sphere (or hemisphere) is introduced into the cavity on a 
' 8 ' 

thread,c&' Ybeing observed on an EPUT. See Figures 2 and 3. 
- - -

The accuracy of this method of measuring relative field distribution 

~s dP.termi~d b.r several factors: 

L. ·the stability· of the·rAference 'frequency systems 

2. · mechanical stability of the· cavity 

3. the magnitude of perturbances other than the desirAd one during the 

measurement. 

4. errors in positioning the sphere 
. 

5. "following" of the cavity resonant frequency by the cavity oscillator. 

The requirements were much more severe for the measurements of magnAtic 

fieid than those of electric field. 

The time required to make one measur""ment of ~'Vis about ten seconds. 

The reference frequency system is, at worst, stable to less than ten cycles 

per second over a ten second period and frequently drifts no more than ten 

cyc~es over a period of several minutes. Possible error due to this drift 

is negligible compared to the other factors. 

Drifts as high as 100 cps pAr second have been observed ~rom another 

source, namely a change in the resonant f~equency of the cavity due to 

thermal expansion. For precise measurements, therefor~,.it was found nee-
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essary to control the t~mperature of the room where the cavity was under ob= 
0 

servation to ± 0.5 F as recorded with a thermcouple thermometer. Although 

the magnitude of the effect was never determined~ the drift was further re= 

duced b,y running the grid dip oscillator with d.c. on the filaments and 

leaving all oscillators on continuously. 

Mechanical vibration of a cavity during a measurement was another 

source of error.· Fig. 4 shows the stiffening ribs around the precision 

cavity's periphery~ found to be advisable even though the wall was 1/4-

inch thick. In addi tion.P the test cavities were mounted on Lord shock , 

mounts as further protection against vibration. The sensitivity of the 

frequency measuring systpJn~ however~ was such as to respond even to thumb 

pressure against the cavity. As a result.\) the guide pulleys had to be 

mounted in such a way as to prevent stress on the cavity when positioning 

the sphere. 

The thread supporting the sphere had two requirements to meet& lo 

that its non-uniformity be sufficiently low as to keep frequency shifts 

due to the thread alone much less than that due to the sphere, and» 2o 

that its modulus of elasticity be high. Of all available types of thread~ 

cotton silkv linP.np glass.\) and nylon~ twisted, braided,!) and monofiiamentg 

some impregnated and some plastic coated~ by far the most uniform were 

nylon monofilament and an impregnated silk suture with the trade name 

of Dermal. The worst offender was linen. From the standpoint of stretch, 

however~ glass and linen were the best and nylon was by far the worst. 

The principal drawback to t~ glass thread was its inability to withstand 

stress around sharp corners. Dermal~ when boiled and pre-stretched, was 

entirely satisfactory from all standpoints. For less precise measurements~ 
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braided silk would be adequate. Satisfactory- measurements of magn~tic field 

in the presence of electric field require, however, that the metal and di-

electric spheres be at the same point in the cavity, particularly- when the 

field strengths are a rapid function of position. 

Another source of possible difficulty lies in the method of exciting 

the cavity. Even though the cavity- has a very high Q as compared to the· 

grid dip oscillator, it is still a tuned circuit coupled to an~~her tuned 

circuit. Consequently, the observed resonant frequency is not exactly-- the 

resonant frequency of the cavity. Furthermore, as the cavity resonant fre-

quency changes due to perturbation, the change in the excitation freqUency

observed in the cavity is not equal to the change in the cavity resonant 

frequency, but depends on the setting of the grid dip. It was found that 

for a setting nearly equal to the maximum ·needle dip, the ratio of ~wobserved 

to£wactual would remain constant at about 0.95 for. shifts up to 0.05 me. 

For values of Z
8 

and T, the exact value of the ratio is unimportant as 

long as one knows it remains constant over the range of~~for a given set

ting of the grid dip. Calculation of Q, however, requires a measurement 

of the ratio using a standard geometry. 

The determination of Q requires in addition to the absolute frequency 

shift a knowledge of the shape and diameter of the sphere (or BB). Bronze 

ball bearings make excellent ~etal BB's, but no satisfactory dielectric 

BB's could be procured until the technique ot making precise dielectric 
9 

spheres was developed. 

To illustrate the quality of the technique, measurements made on the 

co¢al cavity of Fig. 5 are shown in Figs. 6 through 9. Note that the 

agreement between the observed and calculated distributions is excellent 
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on the wholP.. The only major deviations occur near surfaces or in very low 

field regions. Since Eqo (7) indicates that the imaged dipole acts tci in-

crP.ase both the electric field and the magnetic field at the sphP.re, the 

observed frequency shifts due to these fields behave in a like manner. This 

effect was VP.rified b,y observations takP.n along the inner conductor with 

spheres touching the conduction and 1/4-inch off. (See Fig. 7~b) The pro-

nounced dip at thP. upper end of the curve of Fig. 6 seems to be at odds with 

predicted behavior. These data9 however, were taken perpendicular to the 

surface. Consequently9 in this region~ the sphere was approaching a 3/8-

inch hole in the conducting surface. 

When the aberrations due to surface proximity effects were removed b,y 

logical extrapolation of the curves as indicated in the figure~ theJ'w for 

the spheres was used to calculate the theoretical shunt impedance and 

theoretical Q of the coaxial cavity with the assumption that the surfaces 
7 . ·.: 

conductivity was 5.8 x 10 ohms/meter. If the end 
·:·. ·:' ~·:-- .. · 

wall losses were not included~ the Z and Q calculated from the data were 
s 

5 
respectively 6.07 x 10 ohms and 169 000. As calculated from Maxwell's 

equations~ they were 6.02 x 105 ohms and 149 600~ The 10 percent dis-

crepancy between the measured and calculated Q values arises principally 

from the fact mentioned earlier that J w observed is always less than 
w-

the theoretical value. The measured Q must be corrected b,y the ratio of 

the observed 6w to thP. theoretical &uJ (equal to 0.95). The Q calculated 
w . w 

from the data then becomes 15 9200~ four percent higher than.the predicted 

value. Even though Q obtained b.y this method is the least accurate of the 

quantities obtained~ it is still a far better figure for cavities of non-

standard geometry than can be obtained b,y educated guesses. 
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In summary9 one may say that the perturbation technique may be applied 

successfully to the quantitative measur~ment of both magnetic and electric 

fil'!lds within the volume of a resonant cavity. Unlike the probe tP.chnique, 

it does not distort thP. fields other than locally and it does not depP.nd on 

the power ll'!vel. On the other hand~ the accuracy is impai~ed b,y small.me

chanical and th"!rmal changes of thl'! resonant syst,.mo It is not the best 

tP.chniqup f?r ,.very circumstance~ but it does p~rmit quantitative measure

ments which were not prl'!viously possible. 

It is dl'!sirpd at this timP. to acknowledge the contributions of Dr. 

Andr!"!W Longacre)) who initiated thP. program, Dr. W. K. H. Panofsky, who 

suggl'!sted thP. ~~e of the method for magnetic field measurements~ and Messrs. 

A. J. Schwe~n and R. G. Smits, whose instrumentation improvements materially 

adqed to the speed and accuracy of the measurements. 
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